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COMPANY DESCRIPTION

Digital Boundary Group is an operational ICT security testing and training services provider.

DBG verifies where and how networked technologies and Internet facing applications may be compromised.

DBG validates exploit methods and paths and provides prioritized recommendations for remediation based on Standards requirements and/or priorities of the customer.

DBG has performed engagements in most sectors across Canada, throughout the United States and the UK.

DBG has a long standing, mutually beneficial, business development partner program.
COLLABORATION: AREAS OF INTEREST

We would appreciate engaging with any developers/vendors of technologies or applications, intended to be networked, who want to determine what exploitable vulnerabilities exist either through the development process or upon deployment.
COLLABORATION: PROJECT/S OF INTEREST

For Web or Mobile Application Developers we would participate in exploitation testing at pre-defined stages of development and validate once the application is in a production environment.

Also, we support application developers by validating the security status of the application as deployed in the customer’s environment.

Through our STLF™ offering we would like to partner with anyone developing or managing a SIEM solution.
PARTNERS AND EXPERTISE

DBG has active partnerships across Canada and the United States. Our partner program provides for significant revenue sharing on each engagement.

DBG’s market coverage, through partners, includes most private sectors.

Our desired partner would be a vendor or service provider serving any of the Ontario, Canadian or United States governments and open to partnering with DBG to perform cyber security testing.
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